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11.17.2011 Free Download.pdfQ: Android R.java and R.id I am curious what do these two lines mean:
public static final int notif_bg = 0x7f070003; int global = 0; What is the point of declaring it public
static final? and what do the values of R.id mean in this case? Can I just look up a list of value of all
possible values of R.id and use them instead of the 5 digit numbers used? A: The error is in the use of
the static keyword, which should be capitalized, either as STATIC_INITIALIZER or as static final.
Otherwise you're creating a new variable called static, so you should just do: public static final int
notif_bg = 0x7f070003; int global = 0; The identifiers in an.xml file can have any valid identifier,
though you're better off using them for constants (so, since you defined the constants as integers in the
constructor, you should be able to use the constants as integers) So, for example, instead of this: You'd
do this: As far as the R.id values are concerned, you can search them and more easily find them here:
R.id.abc -> anything you make in xml R.id.def -> 0 - for the default value R.id.xyz -> 1 - for the default
value R.id.abc -> 2 - for the default value The files are fairly sorted, so you can just use 'android'
(capitalized) and 'default' as placeholder values for the values, and they'll find them for you. Citation
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